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The beauty industry is more competitive than ever; 
there has been an influx of new brands, products and 
collaborations, and since 2021, celebrity beauty label 
launches have skyrocketed. 

While beauty is considered an affordable luxury in a 
time of economic uncertainty, there has been an 
increasing concern over consumer fatigue in the 
sector. Overall consumer engagement across social 
media has decreased year-over-year. 

While the old-guard platforms such as Instagram 
and YouTube continue to be the juggernauts in 
driving reach, they have seen decline in total MIV® 
on the platform year-over-year. On the other hand, 
TikTok has been propelling MIV® growth for many 
beauty brands through shorter-format videos that 
are more authentic and entertaining in nature.

Compared to the fashion industry, beauty is more 
reliant on influencers. The importance of KOLs 
becomes even more supercharged when it comes 
to China [RIGHT]. Whereas beauty brands drive a 
bigger share of MIV® via media and owned channels 
outside of China, influencers account for the majority 
of MIV® for brands in the region.

Global State of Beauty 

Total MIV® Generated by 
Beauty Brands in S1 2022: 

$12.5B in MIV®

Total Number of Beauty 
Brands Tracked in the Study: 

741 Brands

Total Number of Placements 
by Beauty Brands in S1 2022:

3.1M Placements

Share of MIV®, by Voice



Instagram remains the
juggernaut of social media, 
but TikTok/Douyin over-indexes 
in efficiencies & drives growth 

Social media remains as the most important 
channel for beauty brands when it comes to 
driving MIV®. However, there has been an overall 
decline in total MIV® and engagement generated 
by beauty brands year-over-year, signalling for an 
overall consumer fatigue across the board. 

While Instagram continues to be the number 
one highest MIV® generating platform, its 
average MIV® per placement is much lower 
compared to those of newer platforms such as 
Douyin, Weibo and TIkTok. 

Shorter-format video platforms (Douyin / 
TikTok) not only over-index in terms of 
efficiency, but also drive stronger growth in 
MIV® year-over-year. TikTok has been the biggest 
winner in growth, increasing MIV® for beauty 
brands by 176%.

-31% -21% 142% 30% 0% -22% 176% -70%

*July 2021 - June 2022 vs July 2020 - June 2021

YoY Growth*



TikTok propels beauty MIV® growth YoY 
with star-studded, short-form videos 

YOUTUBE VS. TIKTOK: TOP VIDEOS, BY MIV® (S1 2022)

MIV® $816k $706k $694k $608k
Length 9’ 44’’ 15’ 55’’ 13’ 04’’ 14’ 54’’
Channel Thugesh Architectural Digest Vogue Mai Pham

The era of in-depth tutorials by beauty 
vloggers has passed. On YouTube, longer 
videos (often over 10 minutes) perform best, 
and lifestyle videos accounted for many of 
the top videos with the highest MIV® [TOP 
LEFT].

On the other hand, top performing videos on 
TikTok tends to be less than 1 minute, 
featuring celebrities / influencers or 
entertainment content [BOTTOM LEFT]. 3 
out of top 5 TikTok videos with the highest 
MIV® was published on celebrity handles, 
and 4 out of 5 featured a celebrity within the 
content itself.

Overall, total MIV® generated by YouTube 
has decreased by 21% year-over-year; while 
total MIV® on TikTok has increased by 176%.

MIV® $2.4M $2.2M $850k $786k $782k
Length 0’ 20’’ 0’ 58’’ 0’ 11’’ 1’ 30’’ 0’ 14’’
Channel Kylie Jenner Twenty4Tim Ariana Grande Kylie Jenner Mikayla Nogueira

YoY Change in MIV® 

-21% +176%
YouTube TikTok



While star influencers resonate 
best on Chinese social platforms, 
a diversified KOL portfolio is key 
to success on Western platforms 

Within Launchmetrics’ 5 Voices framework, Influencer is 
the most effective Voice in generating the highest MIV® 
for beauty brands. In S1 2022, influencers alone 
accounted for more than $5.6B in MIV® in the industry.

However, there is no one-size-fits-all solution when it 
comes to influencers. There has also been a shift in 
consumer perception on influencers, especially when it 
comes to celebrities. 

Different tiers of influencers, from micro, mid-tier, mega 
to star, resonate to a different degree by social media 
platform. 

While star influencers account for majority share of 
MIV® across Chinese social media platforms such as 
Weibo, WeChat and Douyin, mid-tier and mega 
influencers play a much more important role in driving 
MIV® on Instagram and Facebook.



Star-studded beauty brands stumble with the exception of Kylie Cosmetics 

There has been a plethora of celebrity beauty brand launches in the 
past two years; however, consumer scepticism has never been higher. 
67% of consumers has a “low” level of trust in celebrity influencers, 
particularly when it comes to health and beauty products*. 

The changing consumer perception in trust also holds true when it 
comes to consumer engagement across channels. On average, 
celebrity beauty brands have seen a decline in their respective MIV® 
figures year-over-year. 

However, there is one star-influencer beauty brand, Kylie Cosmetics, 
that has seen significant growth in MIV®. Kylie Cosmetics ranked #18 
in S1 2022 Business of Beauty report, generating over $121M in MIV®. 
The star-studded brand has grown 39% year-over-year, thanks to its 
two-pronged approach.

1. Quantity is King: on its owned channels, the brand employed 
an always-on content strategy. The number of posts that the 
brand creates far outpaces its peers, keeping its audience 
constantly engaged and entertained.

2. Family Power: a large share of MIV® for Kylie Cosmetics is 
driven by its founder Kylie Jenner, but further amplified by her 
family members, especially when it comes to Kris and Kendall 
Jenner. The brand’s product collaboration with her sister, 
Kendall, has driven significant reach and impact.

*Trustpilot: “2020 Consumer Report: Combating Misinformation in the Health + Beauty Sector”

https://business.trustpilot.com/guides-reports/build-trusted-brand/2020-consumer-report-combating-misinformation-in-the-health-beauty-sector
https://business.trustpilot.com/guides-reports/build-trusted-brand/2020-consumer-report-combating-misinformation-in-the-health-beauty-sector


Portfolio Brand within an Enterprise

LVMH
(n = 7 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $144M

Shiseido Group 
(n = 4 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $113M

ELC
(n = 10 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $112M

L'Oréal Group
(n = 19 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $108M

Coty 
(n = 3 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $79M

Beiersdorf 
(n = 2 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $76M

P&G
(n = 4 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $61M

Revlon 
(n = 2 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $58M

Unilever 
(n = 4 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $55M

AmorePacific
(n = 3 brands)

Avg. MIVⓇ: $50M

Top 10 Beauty Enterprises, by Average MIV® across Portfolio Brands
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MIV®, by Brand

Enterprise Average MIV®



Top 10 Beauty Brands, by MIV®

Brand Name Parent Company Price Point Total MIV®
Jan '22 - June '22

MIV® YoY
S1 ‘22 vs. S1 ‘21

Top Channel Top Voice

Dior LVMH Prestige $388M +8% Social Influencer

L'Oréal Paris L'Oréal Group Mass $360M -7% Social Influencer

Lancôme L'Oréal Group Prestige $337M +6% Social Influencer

MAC Cosmetics Estée Lauder Companies Prestige $274M -22% Social Influencer

Estee Lauder Estée Lauder Companies Prestige $260M -8% Social Influencer

Chanel Chanel Prestige $243M +2% Social Media

NARS Shiseido Prestige $199M -17% Social Influencer

Charlotte Tilbury Puig Prestige $194M +20% Social Influencer

Fenty Beauty LVMH Prestige $183M -24% Social Media

YSL Beauty L'Oréal Group Prestige $174M +17% Social Influencer



Dior was ranked as the #1 beauty brand in 
Launchmetrics’ S1 2022 Business of Beauty report, 
with over $388M in MIV®. The secret sauce was, 
with no surprise, celebrities. While celebrity as a 
Voice drives about 4% share of MIV® for beauty 
brands on average, celebrity Voice accounted for 
13% of Dior’s total MIV® in S1 2022.

Celebrity posts on Instagram specifically has been 
Dior’s top source of MIV®; however, celebrities in 
general isn’t the strategy for Dior. One celebrity in 
particular, “Jisoo Kim”, has been the powerhouse 
behind Dior’s mega-reach and engagement. 8 
out of top 10 placements [LEFT] were authored by 
the K-Pop star, who managed to influence the 
younger generations while maintaining the 
brand’s prestige positioning. 

Dior not only ranked as #1 brand in total MIV® - 
the brand ranked #1 in celebrities and partner 
Voices as well as in print channel, a key outlet for 
prestige fashion houses [BELOW].

Dior claims the throne as #1 beauty brand, thanks to Jisoo Kim

By Voice By Channel

Celebrity Influencer Media Owned Partner Online Print Social

Dior’s Rank 1 4 2 2 1 10 1 2

TOP 10 PLACEMENTS, BY MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram
$2M MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.9M MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.9M MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.8M MIV®

Nina Dobrev
Instagram

$970K MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.8M MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.7M MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.6M MIV®

Jisoo Kim
Instagram

$1.4M MIV®

In Yeop Hwang
Instagram

$950K MIV®



Despite the extended lockdown and travel ban in 
China, the country continues to be one of the 
biggest markets for beauty, driving global demand. 

L’Oréal Paris, with over $360M in MIV®, ranked #2 
in Launchmetrics’ S1 2022 Business of Beauty 
report. 84% of the brand’s MIV® was generated 
across social media platforms, especially on the 
Chinese ones in particular. 

When looking at the beauty industry as a whole, 
Instagram remains as the top MIV® generating 
platform; however, for L’Oréal Paris, Douyin and 
Weibo are the top 2 most effective social media 
platforms that resonate best with its audience. 

Many of the top videos for L’Oréal Paris on Douyin 
were created by KOLs and KOCs in the form of 
“mini-series” like content with high entertainment 
value.

L’Oreal Paris follows suit as 
#2 and as the only mass 
beauty brand in the top 10, 
over-indexing on Chinese 
social media platforms

L’Oréal Paris
Share of MIV® 

from Social: 
84%
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Brand Name Price Point Total MIV®
Jan '22 - June '22

MIV® YoY
S1 ‘22 vs. S1 ‘21

Top Channel Top Voice

Viktor + Rolf Prestige $7.8M +225% Social Media

Escada Prestige $929k +114% Social Owned

Mont Blanc Prestige $6.7M +112% Social Media

AmorePacific Prestige $48M +106% Online Media

Coach Prestige $3.5M +88% Social Owned

Blinc Prestige $977k +66% Social Influencers

Agustinus Bader Prestige $22M +58% Social Media

Rochas Prestige $34M +49% Online Media

Eucerin Mass $36M +45% Social Influencers

Kylie Cosmetics Prestige $121M +39% Social Influencers

Top 10 Beauty Brands, by YoY Growth in MIV



Fragrance brands were the biggest winners in S1 2022, 
with continued campaign focus on celebrities across channels

Viktor + Rolf Mont Blanc

Viktor + Rolf was the #1 winner in driving the biggest MIV® 
growth YoY, thanks to its spokesperson, Anya Taylor Joy. 
Her Instagram post, which was posted in conjunction with 
the brand, drove $472k in MIV® for the brand.

Fragrance brands, especially those with fashion and luxury brand 
heritage, have always leveraged their celebrity partnerships, and 
Mont Blanc is no exception. The brand increased its MIV® by 112% 
YoY, led by print as one of the main channels.



UK indie brand Blinc = 6th biggest winner in MIV® growth, 
supercharged by influencer mentions on YouTube

Influencer: Karen Bachini (Brazil)
MIV: $109K

Length: 44’ 16’’

Influencer: Tati Westbrook (US)
MIV: $107K

Length: 25’ 01’’

Influencer: Karen Bachini (Brazil)
MIV: $83K

Length: 30’ 14’’

Influencer: Denitslava Makeup (US)
MIV: $79K

Length: 15’ 03’’

With just shy of $1M in MIV®, Blinc garnered the #6 position in the biggest winners 
category. The indie brand has increased its Media Impact Value™ by 66% 
year-over-year, mainly driven by beauty Influencers on YouTube. Top YouTube videos 
driving the biggest reach and MIV® for the brand were longer-format tutorial 
videos by vloggers based in the US and in Brazil [ABOVE].

Top YouTube Videos by MIV

YoY Growth 

+407% +195%
YouTube Influencers



Augustinus Bader increases its MIV® by 72% YoY 
with a high share of media Voices across channels 

US Weekly - US 
$49.8K MIV®

Vogue
$200K MIV®

Augustinus Bader was the 7th biggest growth winner of S1 2022 Business of Beauty report. 
The brand garnered a total of $22M in MIV®, which is 72% higher than S1 2021. While the 
beauty industry leans more heavily on influencers to drive buzz, Augustinus Bader 
celebrated its success thanks to media mentions. 60% of the brand’s MIV® was created via 
media Voices across channels (e.g., print magazines, publisher’s social channels, etc.). 
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Period: January 1, 2022 to June 30, 2022        Scope: Global

• Engagement: sum of the likes, comments, retweets and shares.

• Platforms: Online, Instagram, Weibo, Youtube, Douyin, Xiaohongshu, Editorial, Wechat_Public, 
Facebook, TikTok, Blog, Galleries, Bilibili and Twitter.

• Queries: The data in this report has been collected based on beauty-related queries including 
queries related to color cosmetics, skincare, fragrance and general beauty and product 
keywords. Each brand is assigned a specific set of queries. For example: (diorbeauty OR 
diormakeup OR diorparfums OR "dior beauty" OR "dior makeup" OR "dior parfums" OR 
diorbeautylovers OR (dior AND *name of products”) (not exhaustive) have been assigned to Dior 
for data collection purposes). 

• MEDIA IMPACT VALUE™ (MIV®): Allows brands to assign a monetary value to every post, 
interaction or article to measure its impact and identify contributions to brand performance 
across Voices, channels and regions. This single measurement standard lets you compare and 
understand which strategies create the most media impact across print, online and social by 
reflecting the point of view of the reader/viewer. At Launchmetrics, our methodology is built on 
more than 15 years of experience, working with and for Fashion, Lifestyle and Beauty (FLB) 
brands globally, now including China with our acquisition of PARKLU. Finely tuned with AI 
Machine Learning, the algorithm relies on both quantitative and qualitative attributes specific to 
the FLB industries (including audience engagement, industry relevance, source authority, and 
content quality) to ensure overall accuracy and relevance when benchmarking in the growing 
competitive landscape.

• Voices: From Media, Celebrities, Influencers, Partners and Owned Media, Voices represent 
individuals, publications or partners that are driving your brand mentions so that you can track, 
attribute, and measure success accordingly. Launchmetrics’ Voice-Centric approach highlights 
the Voices creating value today to provide a holistic view of marketing performance and 
cross-compare the impact various activities have on the customer lifecycle. 

Methodology

COMMON EXPRESSIONS

• MIV® $ – Media Impact Value™

• PLACEMENTS / PL – Number of online media articles, blog 
posts or social network posts which mention the brand

 
• M – Million 

• K – Thousand 

• AVERAGE $MIV® - Average MIV ® per placement for a specific 
subset of data, to measure the average quality of a channel

BRANDS INCLUDED IN ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
LVMH (Dior Beauty, Fenty Beauty, Guerlain, Benefit Cosmetics, Make 
Up Forever, Givenchy Beauty and Sephora Collection), Shiseido 
Group (Nars, Shiseido, Clé de Peau and IPSA), ELC (MAC Cosmetics, 
Estée Lauder, La Mer, Bobbi Brown, Clinique, Too Faced, Tom Ford 
Beauty, Jo Malone, Origins and The Ordinary), L’Oréal Group (L’Oréal 
Paris, Lancôme, YSL Beauty, Armani Beauty, Maybelline, NYX, Kiehls, 
La Roche Posay, Shu Uemura, Skinceuticals, Urban Decay, 3ce, 
CeraVe, Helena Rubinstein, Garnier, Valentino Beauty, Biotherm, IT 
Cosmetics and Vichy), Coty (Kylie Cosmetics, Gucci Beauty and Kylie 
Skin), Beiersdorf (Nivea, Eucerin), Procter & Gamble (Olay, SK-II, 
Gilette and Rochas), Revlon (Revlon and Elizabeth Arden), Unilever 
(Vaseline, Dove, Hourglass and Lakmé) and AmorePacific (Laneige, 
AmorePacific and Sulwhasoo)



The Leading Brand Performance 
Cloud for Fashion, Luxury and Beauty
Tools & data to create Inspiring, Impactful and 
Measurable Brand Experiences.

● Create and manage inspiring brand assets with speed and 
efficiency.

● Share and amplify brand activations with high reach and ROI.
● Measure and benchmark Brand Performance to optimize your 

strategy globally, including China-specific data coverage and 
services.

Find out how our Brand Performance Cloud can help you

LEARN MORE

https://www.launchmetrics.com/brand-performance-cloud


www.launchmetrics.com

http://www.launchmetrics.com

